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Animal Bones from Anglo-Scandinavian York
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Department of Archaeology, University of York
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Introduction
This chapter provides an overview of the current.
state of laowledge regarding vertebrate animaIs in
and around York in the Anglo-Scandinavia11 period.
The great majority of the available evidence derives
from 16-22 Coppergate (AY 15/3), with smaller
amouilts of data hom a number of excavationsaround
the city The aim is not to describe the data at length,
but to review the informationinferred from those data
under several tl~ernaticheadings. Examination of f l ~ e
material from Coppergate began as the excavation
neared its end, early in the 1980s. At that h e , our
knowledge of urban zooarchaeologyin Britain rested
on just a few major studies (e.g.Exeter, Maltby 1979;
Southampton, Bourdillon and Coy 1980; Baynards
Castle, s in don, Armitage 1977), aid liitle or &thing
was ki-lown about Anglo-Scandnavian husbandry.
The intervening 30 years has seen the publication of
many substantial assemblages from 8th- to 15thcentury urban contexts across northern Europe (e.g.
Birka, Ericson et al. 1988; Ribe, H a t k g 1991; Waterford,McCormick 1997;Lubeck, Rheingans and Reichstein 1991; CompiGgne, Yvinec 1997). With that
increasing informationhas come someshift in emphasis from data such as €herelative abundance of M e r ent taxa and changes through time, to more thematic
questions of supply and demand, and €he value of
animal bones in discussions on the emergence of
towns and their associated social structures (e.g.
Bourdillon 1984; O'Connnor 1994; Crabtree 1990).
This review therefore r d i t s previously published
material, and incorporates additional data in a synthesis of evidence from York as a whole, and in regional comparisons. Practical methods are not
discussed at length here: they are detailed by site in
the appropriate fascicules of AY 15/1-5, and reviewed in AY 19/2.

Materials
Excavations at 16-22 Coppergate (1976-81.7) generated an enormous archive of animal bones, of
which an estimated 50% was from, broadly AngloScandinavian deposits. The great majority of that

archive was retrieved by hand-collection during excavation, with a much smaller, though still sigruficant,
quantity retrieved by the bulk-sieving of sediments
on lmm mesh, followedby sorting of the >2mm fraction. Work on the bones began in parallel with studies of the pottery and other dating evidence, and t11e
anaIysis of the stratigraphic record. Accordingly, the
first published work was based on a selection of the
better-dated and larger assemblages (AY 15/3).Subsequently, the larger remaining assemblages from
Anglo-Scandinavian deposits were assessed and recorded. The strategy of recovering some bones by
hand-collection and some by sieving became the
standard for subsequentYAT excavationsin York {AY
19/2, 98-112).
Material from 1-9 Micklegate (1988439.17) was
recovered in particulal-ly difficult circumstances,
from surface deposits and pit fills associated with
Anglo-Scandinavia11post-and-wicker structures. The
remains of small vertebrates from the pit fills were
the subject of a special taphonomic study (Piper and
O'Connor 2001). Although the Micklegate assemblage is quite small, preservation is very good, and
the close association wit11 structures makes this an
important assemblage. Anglo-Scandinavian deposits were sampled during excavations at 9 St Saviourgate (1995.434), with particularly substantial
assemblages from two Anglo-Scandinavian pits. Although this material has been the subject of an assessment, not. a full analysis, the results are sufficient
to be incorporated into this synthesis (Carrot€et al.
1998). Further material of Anglo-Scandinavian dak
has been recovered from excavations on Layerthorpe,
where deposits of refuse and leather working debris
appear to have accumulated within the channel of
the Foss, and a small assemblage from 7 6 8 2 WaImgate (1987.33).Further 9€h- to 10th-cenhry material
has been recovered from excavations in North Street.
(1993.1), and has been subject to an assessment, not
a full record (Dobney and Jaques 1993).
Excavations at 5W Skeldergate(1973-5.14) yielded
modest bone assemblages, which are reported in AY

pets and pests. These four categories areintended to
explore, respectively, the production of"st:aple animal resources, their circulation and utilisation within
the city, the acquisition of animal res6urces beyond
the realm of agriculture, and the place oftanimals in
people's homes and lives.

15/1, 16-19. These assemblages are from 'soil' deposits, and the ciumstances of their deposition are
not clear. An Anglo-Scandinavian/Norman phase
was recognised at 24-30 Tanner Row (i.e.Period 9,1985
4.32; AY 15/2, 68-g), though little material was recovered that is relevant to tl.lis synthesis.The material
attributed to Period 4a at.46-54 Pishergate (19854.9),
dated to the first:half of the 11thcentury, is late AngloScandinavian, though the striking thing about this
site is the lack of evidence of occupation in the Iate
9th and 10th centuries.

Animal husbandry
Table 20 summadses the abundance of bones of
the major taxa in AngIo-Scandinavian assemblages
fromYork discussed in t h i s paper. The predominance
of cattle bones B strilcing; they comprise 59% of all
identified hand-collected bones from Periods 3 to 5C
at Coppergate (AY 15/3, 151, table 40). In AngloScandinavian assemblages from 1-9 MicJdegate, cattle
comprised 61% of identified fragments;67%and 59%
in Trenches 2 and 3 respectively at 9 St Saviourgate;
and 72% in the small assemblage from 76-82
Wahgate. Though not fully quantified, cattle bones
comprised the majority of Anglo-Scandinavian assemblages from North Street. This predominance
of cattle is obviously accentuated by the reIiance on
hand-collectionof bones. For comparison, in samples
from Micklegate sieved and sorted to 2mm, cattle
comprised only 40% of identified specimens. None
the less, the predominance of cattIe is too marked to

In short, much rests on Coppergate, with some additional material from elsewhere, not all of it fully 1.ecorded. Large though the Coppergate archive is, its
predominance means that muck of what we think we
know about the zooarchaeology of Anglo-Scandinavian
York rests on evidence from a few tenements along
one street, and the synthesis shouId be read with that
in mind.

Thematic overview
To give structure to this part of the text, the infoxmation recovered from York animal bones is reviewed under four headings: animal husbandry;
distribution and deposition; fishing and fowling; and

able 20 Numbers of identified specimens in hand-collected assemblages from Angln-Scandinaviandeposits. Note that
the 'AUAnglo-Scan.' category for Coppergate includes material in addition tu that allocated to Periods 3 to 5C
Cattle

Sheep

Pig

Other

Bird

Fish

Total

31872

11722
3384

6536

1297

22
181
103
135

2485
89

108

254
2616
802
930

105U
227

56

228

16-22 Coppegate

A11 Anglo-Scan.
Period 5C
Period 5B
Period 5A
Period 4
Period 3

1095
7257
3382
5541
2255

2757
1006
2645
6U6

426

6
10

108

62

-

54020
l844
13917
5526
9687
3259

-

1-9 Mcklegate

All Anglo-Scan
76-82

Walmgate

727

149

159

85

51

13

1184

190

41

17

14

3

-

265

141

37
92

9
19

20
4

4

-

211
282

9 St Saviourgate

Trench 2
Trench 3

165

2
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be argued away, and we have to ask what agriculturalregime w o u l d l ~ v produced
e
a surplus of adult
catile.
Dairy production might be expected to generate a
death assemblageh which male cdves surplusto breeding requirements and elderly cows culled from the dairy
herd are most abundant. Calves are infrequent in the
York assemblages, though culled calves may lwve
been disposed of on the farm, at point of production,
rather than being brought into town, so it migl~tbe
erroneous to argue horn €heir absence alone. However, even if we propose that calves were disposed
of outside the town, the adult cattle seen in York are,
on the whole, not particularly old; rather they are
mostly adults aged between about three and five or
six years, plus some second- and third-year beasts.
That s e m s an unlikely profile for culled dairy cows,
which are likely to be much older cows, too old to
breed or lactate reliably ItiIl-off patterns typical of
dairy production clearly can be detected in urban
assemblages. Medieval material from Bedern shows
exactly the 'calves plus old cows' profile predicted
here (AY 15/5,384-7), and a shift towards older cattle detected in the assemblages from 13h-century
deposits at Coppergate might also represent an increase in the keeping of dairy cows (ibid.). The material from Bedem stands out from medieval York
as a whole, and there are several grounds for believing &at this institution derived its cattle and sheep
from populations other than those that supplied the
rest of the city (AY 15/5,395-7,409-10). None the less,
it serves to show that the m&tality profile that might
be predicted from a dairy herd can be detected in urban debris, and thexefore that the absence of that mortality profile in data from for Anglo-ScandinavianYork
can be used to argue against s~eaaliseddairying.
Further afield, Viking-Age and Norse sites in Orkney and the Hebrides typically yield death assemblages i
nwhich young calves are abundant (e.g. Bond
1998,100; Noddle 1997,235-7). We can be confident,
hxefore, both that cattle-based dairy production was
practised in some parts of the British Isles where there
was Scandinavian influence, and that the death assembIages typical of that production can occur at
urban sites, as well as at rural sites of production.
n e evidence does not prove that cattle in the vicinity of York in the Anglo-Scandinavian period were
never used as dairy animals, only that this was not
the dominant form of agricultural production.

Specialised meat production can probably be
ruIed out as well. If cattleproduction were optirnised
for meat, we would expect a predominance of youi~g
adults, killed as their growth rate declined. Assuming t h ~Anglo-S
t
candinavian cattle grew appreciably
more slowly than modern beef cattle, that point might
not have been reached until the cattle were two to
h e e years old. On that assuinptioi~,we might expect the mortality profile from a beef herd to show a
predomii~aiceof mandibles in which the third molar was just erupting and coming into wear. Some of
the cattle in assemblages at Coppergate and Micklegate were around 18 months to three years old at.
death, old enough to be full-grown and piuductive
in terms of meat, but only just becoming productive
in terms of milk or offspring. However, the great
majority were appreciably older, indicating that they
were kept as adults for some productive purpose
other than meat alone. Fig.98 summarises the age at
death data fox cattle from Micklegate and Coppergate. In general, the two assemblages are similar in
l~avingthe great majority of specimens in the
subadult and older categories, although there is a
higher propofion of elderly cattle (seven to eight
years plus) in the Micklegate assemblage. The observed age profiles would have allowed a steady increase in herd size, the adult cattle 'paying back' their
grazing with two or three offspring before death. If
tkis was a priority, then it was maintained throughout
the AngIo-Scandinavian period: there is no subsiantial change in the mortality profiles from the late 9th
to early llfh centuries. The exceptional preservation
of leather artefacts and manufacturing waste at
Coppergate serves as a reminder that cattle were important for their hides, too. Hides were clearly used
somewhat selectively as 'calf' leather predominates
in arkfads of this period, although the correlation of
'calf' with dental age categories is problematic (AY
17/16, 3234-5).
The most plausible interpretation of the age at
death data, and fl~epredominance of cattle in AngIoScandinavian assemblages, is to suppose that cattle
fulfilleda mixed function, probably with the emphasis on maintaining numbers of adults as breeding
stock and for hauIage of ploughs and carts. Additionally, of course, caHIe produce the dung necessary
to maintain crop yields. If cattle were important for
dung and traction, that implies an appreciable need
for tilled fields and therefore fox crop production. In
the original publication of evidencefrom Coppergate,
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the observation was made that this multi-purpose
husbandry 'is what rnigl~thave been predicted for a
systembased on independent small farmersf(AY 15/3,
163). In retrospect, that interpretation is an oversimplification. If renders and other obligations required farmers to provide livestock, or to provide a
plougl~team, both of those obligations would tend
to predispose towards the keeping of prime adult
cat€le,in addition to older working cattle for use on
the farm. If our understanding of Anglo-Saxon England from historical sources can be projected into the
Anglo-Scandinavian north, it is likely that most, if
not all, of those engaged h animal husbandry and
farming in general were bondsmen of some form,
owing renders and allegiance to a lord. That social
and economic stratificationneed not have precluded
the 'privatef ownership of livestock by farmers, the
husbandry of which would probably have been subject to different objectives than the l~usbandryof €he
lord's livestock. A detailed exploration of tlus subjectis
beyond the remit of the present chapter, and it is doubtful. that historical sources for Anglo-Scandinavian

Yorkshire would provide a clear answer. For the
presentpurposes, there are grounds for alIowing that
some of the movement of livestock into York may
have been by direct trade, and some by redistributioi-l. Differences in the bone assemblages from 8thcentury Fishergate and late 9th- and 10th-centuiy
York have been argued to indicate a sl~ifttowards a
greater economic independence on the part of the
urban population (O'Connor 1994).The likely complexity of the economic context, and the possibility
that the Anglo-Scandinavian period saw marked
changes in social and economic relations, make it
necessary to interpret the urban assemblages with
due caution.
Another issue related to animaI husbandry is t l ~ e
use of woodland as wood-pasture. The scale of timber construction in Anglo-Scandinavian York makes
it quite clear that mature woodland was accessible
within a practicable distance. We h o w IittIe about
the management of such woodland {but see Hill
1994), though cattle are well suited to grazing open

Table 21 Absolute numbers of sheep mandibles fromhglo-Scandinavian contexts at 16-22 Coppergate and l - ~ 4 ~ i c k l g a t e
in broad age classes (see Fig.99). Despite the substaniid difference in sample size, the age distributions are s~gnificantly
different fchi.li-squared= 45.74; 4 degrees of freedom; p c 0.01)
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ing differentsources, both of them producing adult
sheep for mixed meat and wool production, but with
the MickIegate source perhaps tending more towards
the provision of prime young adults for meat. That
difference could reflect hffem~ces
between the two
neighbourhoods in terms of the rights and obligations of their respective populations, a topic that cannot be addressed through animal bones alone.
There is some tenuous evidence that these sheep
were quite diverse in size and appearance. Sheephorncores from Coppergate showed a considerable variation in size and moxphology, with no obvious
division into 'male' and 'female' forms, perhaps in-

d i c a h g that variation due to sexual dirnorphsm was
exceeded by other phenotypic variation. If sheep
came to the city from a number of different sources,
between which there was little exchange of livestock,
then we might expect to see appreciable variation in
the urban sample. Specimens of polycerate (fourhorned) sheep have been found at Coppergate and
St Saviourgate. In Figs.100-1, size variation in sheep
bones from Coppergate, Walmgate and Micklegate
is investigated by means of a log-ratio comparison.
This procedure makes best use of small datasets, such
as that from Walmgate. The standard measures used
in this comparison are the means for a sample of
modern Shetland ewes given by Davis (1996). The

1-9 Micklegate

76-82 Walmgate

16-22 Coppergate

Fig..ZOl Log-ru~occumpfirisons of the widths of nleasurnble adulE c a p r i ~ ebones from 1-9 Micklegafe, 764.2 Walmgufeavrd 16-22
Coppeu~.ate,us in^ a naoderlz sam~lt!of Skutland ewes as the zero standard
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comparisonon width measurements shows little difference between the samples, but on Iength measurements, the Coppergate sample shows a slightly
higher mode than the sample from Micklegate. A
difference in lengths but not breadths couId have a
number of explanations, amongst them differences
in the ratio of males to females in the two samples.
Fig.102 compares the sheep metacarpals from the
Coppergate sample with the Shetland standards. The
Coppergate sample includes quite a number of specimens that are appreciablymore long and slender than
the Shetland ewes, and it.is therefore quite possible
that these specimens are wethers (castrated males).
Comparison with the Shetland specimens does not
prove that tl~e
Coppergatespechens are, case by case,
male or female. However, the results shown in Fig.102
would be consistentwith a high proportion of wethers
in the Coppergate sample. As the sampIe consists of
fully fused metacarpals, it represents sheep older than
about one-and-a-half years.

That inference takes us back to the question of
husbandry regimes. Taking the differences between
Coppergate and Micklegate jn bone morphology
shown in Figs.100-1 and in age at deaf11 distribution

shown in TabIe 21, we might wonder whether the
higher proportion of second-yearsheep infie Micklegate sampIe were disproportionatelyewes. If so, that
would account for the less elongated bone morphology seen in the Micklegate sample. That gterpretation is not implausible, if an aim of she@ husbandry
around York was to raise wool, and there was-no
particular pressure to innease the size or number of
flocks. In that case, some young ewes might have
been disposed of as surplus to breeding requirements
in their second year, their metacarpals having just
fused. They would have ylelded their first and best
clip of wool, leaving the majority of grazing land to
the more productive wethers. The wethers would
then have been gradually culled in their third and
fourth years, having given two or three clips of wool,
and with their woo1 yield and quality beginning to
decline. That interpretation rests on a little evidence
and a lot of supposi€ion, but is open to testing as and
when more evidence becomes available on the sex
and age structure of sheep samples from York.
Whether we should expect the expanding population of York and an increased demand for wool and
cloth to have an effect on the mortality profes is
debatable. Wool is readily transportable, and any

Coppergate
Shetlands

Fig.102 Scaftcrgmm ofleltgth agniust tan index of~elativesha? breadth for s/zi?cpi n c t m a ~ n lfrunl
s
16-22
Coppergate, plotted ngainst a saniple ufn~udertiShelland twcs

1

increased demand generated by York might more
readily have been met by trading h wool from further afield, rather than by increasjllg the numbers of
sheep kept in the immediate vicinity of the city.

Pigs might have been l<ept around the city in small
numbers. The relative abundance of pig bones (Table
20) is generally hgher at sites where house structures
indicate dense occupation (Coppergate12%; MicMegate 15%)than at Walmgate (6%) or St Saviourgate
(7%). Some specimens of neonatal pigs have been
recovered, indicating the presence of breeding sows,
and the irregular attrition noted on the Iower first
molars of some Coppergate pigs might be symptomatic of stalled pigs chewing sticks and stones out
of boredom and frustration. If pigs wwe part of the
urban scene, rather than part of the general agricultural economy, the gradual rise in their relative abundance through the 10th and 11th centuries might
refIect changes in the provisioning of €he city
(O'Connor 1994,144-5). Whatever their point of origin, most of the pigs were slaughtered during their
second year, though wit11 no particular concentration on narrow age-categories, such as was seen in
Ai~glianmaterial from Fishergate (AY 15/4,249-51),
and no evidence of markedIy seasonal slaughter.

Distribution and deposition
One of the questions raised above is how far t11e
supply of meat to York was subject to decisions taken
by individual urban housel~oldsor farmers, and how
far controlled by a higher social tier such as estate
owners or those acting for the regal or ecclesiastical
powers. Consistency of butchery practice might be
one indicator of central provision, having arisen
through t h activities of independent specialistbutchers, the proto-e
of the medieval guilds, or because
much of the meat supply was managed t-hrough
slaves or other dependent personnel answerable to
a lord or higher power. In fact, there is not much evidence of such consistency at Coppergate or Micklegate, although some 'butchery marks' are seen quite
frequently. The longitudinal splitting of long bones
was particularly evident in material from Nor& Street;
and was the most commonIy recorded form of hutchery on cattle humeri, radii, femora and tibiae from
Coppergate. The cleaving of vertebrae h the median
sagittal plane, consistd with the splitting of carcasses into sides, was seen in most samples. In all cattle
vertebral cellha recorded from AngIo-Scandinavian
Coppergate, sagittal cleaving was noted in 166 out

of 363 specimens of cervical vertebrae (45-7%), but
only 103 out of 564 lumbar vertebrae (18.3%). The
difference between tnose figures probably indicates
that some sagittal-plane cutting tool<place after the
carcasshad been reduced to a number of large pieces.
Subsequent subdivision of the spinal column is
shown by transverse cutting in 33.9%(123 out of363)
of cavical vertebrae and 22.9% (129 out of 564) in
lumbar vertebrae. It is quite difficult to dis€inguisl-L
the dismantling of carcasses and removal of meat,
such as a butcher might undertake, from subsequent
chopping of bones to extract marrow or to reduce
those bones for the stock-pot, processing: that might
be domestic.Anglo-Scandinavian York has produced
11one of the large-scale chopping-up of bones such
as is seen in Roman deposits (AY 15/2, 82-3). The
balance of evidence suggests that t11ei-e was little central control of distribution and butchering within the
city. The butchery evidence shows enough diversity
to be coi~sistent:
with much of it taking place at the
household or neigl~bourl-tood
level, perhaps by whoever had the tools and sufficient expertise.
One deposit (4374)at 9 Blake Street (1975.6), probably of (?late) Anglo-Scandinavian date, gave an assemblage that- essentially comprised six cattle skulls,
over 30 cattle metapodials, and 50 first phaIanges
(O'Connor 1986b, 9). Most of the cattle skulls had
massive depressed fractures in the frontal region,
consistent with a lethal blunt instrument injury. This
BIake Street assemblage is evidently a deposit of primary butchery waste. A generally similar, but less
restricted, assemblage was recovered from pit 3007
at 9 S t Saviourgate. Otherwise, AngIo-Scandinavian
Yorlc shows little indication of selective disposal of
bone debris. Coppergate and MicWegate had bones
in pits, bones trodden into surface dumps of refuse
and bones in levelling deposits under structures.
Even contexts closely associated with structures at
these two sites contained cattle cranial and foot bones.
It appears that the debris from different stages of
carcass reduction was usually disposed of rafl~er
unsystematically into whatever dumps or holes jn
the ground bappened to be available at the time.
Apart from the isolated examples described above, we
have little positive evidence of selective deposits of,
for example, skulls and feet, or the negative evidence
of assemblages conspicuously depleted of heads and
feet. What that might indicate is that heads and feet
were not regarded as 'waste' at.the original point of
butc11~

An interesting example of the butchering of pigs
comes from Period 5B deposits in Tenement B at
Coppergate.Pig bones from floor and backfill deposits in Structure 5/3 show a particularly high proportion of foot bones, whereas the admittedly quite srnalI
~
Structure 5/4
sample of pig bones from € 1adjacent
is markedly depleted in head and foot bones, with
abundant bones from the legs and limb girdles (AY
15/3,179-80). To put that into percentages, 3rd and
4th metapodials made up 67%of pig limb and girdle
elements from Structwe 5/3 deposits, but only 15%
in Struchw 5/4. The assemblages from the two Structures are almost complementary, and the deposits
concerned appear to have sampled €he systematic
butchering of several dozen pigs, though whether in
one event or several closely spaced events it is not
possible to say.
Apart: from the unfostunate pigs of Tenement B,
it appears that debris from primary butchery at
Coppergate and at Micklegate became re-acquainted
with household debris, and therefore that bones were
distributed with meat and so perceived as having
either food or other value. Many cattle long bones
have been chopped roughly to open up the marrow
cavity, also indicating the food value of the bones. A
point to watch for in subsequent work on AngloScandinavia11 sites i11 York might be the presence of
butchered cattIe cranial and foot.bones in unambiguousIy domestic waste contexts, necessitating contextby-context assessment of bone assemblages closely
associated wit11 domestic structures. Such associations certainly seem to have occurred at Coppergate,
and arguably at Micldegate. If coi~fimedelsewhere,
they w d d point to quite ail intensive utilisation of
catt.le carcasses, not. necessarily ~ o u g ahdesperate
need for Ineat but perhaps because of a cultwal inclination to maximise the use of a carcass.
One value of bone is as raw material for artefacts
(see pp.469-72). There is some antler working debris
from Coppergate, Micklegate and North Street,
Shougl~not on the scale seen in some contexts at
Fishergate and at Clifford Street (AY 17/12), and no
evidence of antler working at St Saviourgate. The
small assemblage from Walmgate included five fragments of worked red deer antler. Apart from antler,
bone per se is well represented in artefacts, including
a lot of objects made from unspecified mammalian
compact bone. These objects are typically pins or
other elongated objects cut from thick, flat, straight

pieces of bone. The bones concerned could be cattle
or horse, probably metapodial or tibia shafts. Pig
bones are commonly represented amoi~gstthe artefacts, both as 'needlesf fabricated fromafibulae, and
as 'toggles' made from metapodials. Tl~es~artefacts
illustrate the extent to which bones we%-put to use.
Taken with the butcl~eryevidence, they show that
cattle carcasses, especially, were used down to the
last gasp.

Fishing and fowling
Bird and fish bones from Coppergate were the
subject of special studies by EnP,AIlison and A.K.G.
Jones respectively, and particular attention was paid
to their recovery. As a consequence, the very large
voIume of fish and bird materiaI from this one site
tends to dominate the record for AngI.0-Scandinavian
York as a whole. The results from Micklegate are generally consistent with those from Coppergate, and
other Anglo-Scandinavian deposits have yielded insufficient material to mmalse any useful comparison.
Table 22 gives a full list of bird taxa identified from
Anglo-Scandinavian deposits in York.

The birds show the familiar mixture of domestic
taxa (chickens,geese), presumably hunted wiId taxa
(e.g. waders, crane, wild geese and ducks, black grouse),
urban taxa (e.g. corvids), and 'accidental' Luca that
fit none of these categories (e.g. sl~ort-earedowl).T11e
hunted taxa show a predominance of those that form
large flocks in winter on wetIand areas. Although the
identification of duck and goose bones to species is
problematic, some species have been identified with
due caution that are likely to have been winter d i tors only, such as barnacle goose and teal. The
washlands ('ings'} of the Ouse and Derwent vaIIeys
are close enough to York for those taxa to have been
hunted directly by York people, though this assumes
that distance from York was €11e only parameter determining accessibility. Anotalsle exception are the auk
species that first appear late in the Anglo-Scandinavian
record for Coppergate, and become a distinctive feature of 11th- and 12th-century assemblages in York
and Beverley. Guillemots and razorbills are maritime
taxa, coming ashore to breed in colonies, and the
specimens recovered from York were probabIy acquired by trade with the east coast.
Both the frequency and the occasionalabundance
of corvid hxa, notably jackdaw and raven, are consistent with the evidence that Anglo-Scandinavian

I:

Table 22 A list of the bird species identified from Anglo-Scandinavian deposits at 16-22 Coppergate and 1-9 Micklegak.
The list excludes higher-level taxa. Other sites of this date in York have produced only domestic fowl and goose bones

Coppergate

Mute swan
Whooper swan
Pu&-footed goose
Wute-fronted goose
Domestic/greylag goose
Barnacle goose
Brwt goose
Mallard
Teal
I

I

Tufted duck
White-tailed eagle
Red kite

Buzzard
Goshawk
Sparrowhawk
Black grouse
Domestic fowl.
Coot
Crane
Golden plover
Grey plover
Woodcock
Guillemut

Razorbill
Short-eared owl
Rock/Slock dove
Wood pigeon
Jackdaw
Raven

I

I

1 .

!
,

Cygnus olor
Cygziis cygnars
Anser bwchyrlaynchrrs
Ansev fllbrfvons

Anser Qnser
Bmntlr Eeucopsis
B r n n t ~bernicla
Anus platyrlaynchos
Anlas cvecca

Ayfhyizfi~lignla
HaIiaeet~salbicilla
Milvtis milvns
Btitev btlteo
Acciyiter gentitis
Accipiter nisus
Lyrunrs tefrix
Gnlhs gnllus
Fillicfl atm
Grus grus
P11~oi~Iis
ap~ica~ia
Plervialis sryuabrola
Scolopax ~usticula
LIrin aiaige
Alcrr torda
Asio fInnmrms
Colurnl?allvil7JC.oenas
C o l u m b ~pnlumbus
Cowus nronedzrla
Comw corax

York provided ample opportunities for scavengers.
The importanceof organic refuse in urban food webs,
and thus in the urban environment, has been discussed at length elsewhere (O'Connor 2000b). The
refuse accumulations that became the thick, ricl~ly
organic deposits typical of the archaeology of this
period probably did much to determine the characteristics of the urban biota, from the numerous flies
and beetles to the scavenging white-tailed eagles.
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Micklegate

The fish tell a number of stories, and Table 23 fists
the taxa identified fromAnglo-Scandinaviansamples.
Assessment of the relative abundance of fish taua is
problematic because differenttaxa differ appreciably
in Me number of bones in the skeleton, or in the pro-

portion of those bones that can be confidently identified, a point that is discussed further in AY 15/5
(pp.398401). Accordingly, the abundance data discussed here refer to the recorded assemblages of
bones and should not be directly equated with t11e
relative abundance of fish. Furthermore, this analysis takes account only of changes of relative abundance of such magnitude that anatomicalbiases alone
are an insufficient explanation. That said, the assemblages from Coppergate are dominated by eel bones.
Through the 10th ce~~twy,
there is a marked rise jn
the relative abundance and relative frequency of herring, and subsequently of offshore marine taxa, notably cod and other gadid species (AY 15/3,195-8).
In 10tl1- to early 11th-century deposits at Micklegate,

TabIe 23 List of fish taxa identified from Anglo-Scandinavian samples from 1622 Coppergate and 1-9 Micklegate. Some
identifications to Family have been omitted, and '?' records are only included if that species has not bee11 posiiively identified from the same site

Coppergate
Thornback ray
Sturgeon
Shad
?Sprat

Herring
Grayling
Salmon
Trout

Smelt
Pike
Carp family
Barbel

?Gudgeon
?Tench
?Bream
Roach
?Rudd
Chub
Dace
Eel
Whiting
Cod
Saithe
Haddock
Burbot
Sand eel
Perch
I-rope mackerel
Mackerel
3-spined stickleback
Flatfish
Flrmnder

Micklegate

K ~ j ncl~uata
Acipcnscr sfurio
A h s a sp(p).
?Sprntt~~s
spratl.ws
Clupea haualsus
Thymollus fh?y~nalEus

Sahno sdar
Snhno brutfa
Osmerus epcrlanlas
Esox luciws
Cyprinidae
Barbers barkus
?Gubiogvbio
?Tinca tincu

?Abuiamis hramn
Rutilus ~utilus
1Suadinizrs elythroptha!mrds
L~uciscuscqknlns
Leucbcus le~iciscu.~
AnpilIa nnguilln
MtrIangi~rsmerlanps
G n d nror~tt~rz
~
PulIaclrius r~irens
Mclnnogrnm~nzrsneglefi~~aas
Loto lota
Anr~~lodytes
tubinnus
Perca fluuiatilis
Trtzchurus traclturus
Scomber scombrus
Gasterosteusnc~rleatlis
Pleuronectidae
Platichthsflesus

herringbones outnumbered those of eel, with the next
taxon (cod) only one-tenth as abundant as eel. There
wouId appear to be some variation in the deposition
of fish bones from site to site, therefore. The change
seen through the 10th century at Coppergate seems
to show an extension of the area fished from York,
from the Iower reaches of the Ouse, into the Humber
basin, the11 into North Sea inshore waters. Deeperwater marine fish, such as ling, haddock and conger
eel, only become a regular feature of York assemblages from the 12th century onwards (e.g. see AY
15/4, 263-7). Apart from eels, river fish are represented mostly by pike and cyprinids, the latter often

not identifiable beyond t11e level of Family, and these
taxa are most abundant in late 9th- to earIy 10thcenhlry assemblages. Two estuarine taxa of note are
shad, present in late 9th-cenhry samples from
Coppergate and from Micklegate, and smelt.The latter species was present in Micklegate samples, and,
though never particularly abundant at Coppergate,
occurred in an appreciable number of samples, particularly from t l ~ eearlier part of the lOth century
The early Anglo-Scandinavian assemblages from
Coppergate are also typified by the frequent, though
never particularly abundant,presence of barbel, bur-

bot and grayling, species that requirewell-oxygemted
watex with little suspended sediment. The low relative abundance of tl~esetaxa is at least in part a consequence of the anatomical effects outlined above,
and their frequency is probably a more usefuI parameter to consider (see O'Connor 2001a for h r f i e r
discussion of quantification of sieved assemblages).
From the mid-10th century onwards, they become
less frequent, and disappear from the record by € 1 ~
end of the Anglo-Scandinavian period. Changes in
relative abundance could be an arithmetical consequence of changes jn the relative abundance of other
taxa, t11e data being interdependent. However, the
disappearanceof certain freshwater taxa from deposits in which fish bones are otherwise well represented
requires another explanation. Assuming for the moment that these fish are from the Ouse-Foss system,
we might jnfer from their presence and absence an
increasing pollution of t h e rivers around York as the
settlement:grew. The deposition of refuse into the rivers, coupled with increased sediment input through
run-off from unvegetated and unstabIe road and backyard surfaces, couId have led to a rise jn suspended
sediment and a fa11hthe oxygen content of the water.
In parallel with the decline in 'clean water' fish, the
hand-collectedfreshwater moIluscs from Coppergate
show a decline in the freshwater mussel Unio Eumidus
and a rise in U. pictorum (AY 14/7,780). Modem data
indicate that U: pictorum is the more tolerant of silty,
poorly oxygenated watex, so the freshwater mussels
are consistent with the inferences drawn from the fish
bones {seep.391). Fwthermore, the simple comparison of counts of valves of two molIusc taxa does not
suffer from the arithmetical and anatomical uncertainties attendant on the fish bones.
Although river pollution remains the most credible explanation of the observed data, two otherpossibilities should be considered, as neither can be
absolutely mled out at this point. The first is a baselevel change in the Ouse-Foss system, reducing the
gradient of the river and effectivelymoving the 'grayling zone' upstream from York. On this model, grayling, barbel and burbot would have become unavailable
in the immediate vicinity of York,their place being taken
by cyprinid taxa typical of more 'downstream' stretches
of lowland rivers. To test this possibihty, we need
well-dated river levels at York or indirect evidence
such as the sequential.raising of riverside structwes.
The second possibility is h t the change in the fish
recovered fromYork marks a change in the river sys-

tems that were routinely fished. If the Denvent contributed to York's supply of freshwater fish early in
the 10th century, but not later, then much the same
change in 'clean waterr taxa might be apparent in
t11e data. We might illink that an implausible explanation, but it cannot be ruled out on evidential
groui~ds,and would be difficult to test directly.

Pets and pests
Amongst the animal bones from sites in York are
the remains of those species wit11 which people most
intimately shared their lives, voluntarilyor otherwise.
Dogs are a frequent find, and Anglo-Scandinavian
dogs fromYork show some variation in size and build.
The very small 'lap-dogs' seen in Roman assemblages
are not known from the Anglo-Scandinavian town,
though Fig.103 shows a group of quite small dogs,
around 35cm in shoulder height. A Iarger group%
represented by specimens around tl~esize of a modern Border CoIIie (shoulder height around 55cmj. A
few specimens defy confident identification as dog
or wolf: a tibh and two metapodials from Coppergate
are from animals that could be either species. On
Eig.103, those three specimens are around the size of
a modem Alsatian. Given that recent biomolecular
studies have thrown doubt on € 1species
~
distinction
of dog and Eurasian grey wolf (Tsuda et al. 19971,
our inability to classify an isolated bone as one or
the other is hardly significant. There were some very
Iarge canids around Anglo-Scandinavian York;
whether they were big dogs, captive wolves, tame
wolves or dog/wolf hybrids can not be determined
from the bones alone.What can be said is that h e great
majority of the dog bones were those of adults, and
furhermore that sufficient whole or part-skeletons
have been recovered to indicate at least the occasional
deIiberate burial of dogs. These two observations
would seem to indicate that dogs were cared for and
treated differently to the more utilitarian animals.
Very little pathology was noted on the dog bones.
One specimenshowed marks of butcl~ery:a fragment
of occipital bone that had been cut away from the
anterior part of the skull.

Bones of cats have been recovered quite frequently
from Anglo-Scandinavian deposits, though seldom
in any abundance, and generally as dispersed bones
rather than skeletons.Furthermore, quite a higl~proportion are of subadult cats, an observation that has
been made hother urban contexts (O'Connor 1992;
2000b). The high subadult mortality and lack of evi-

length measurements
standardised against
Schleswlg means

estimated shoulder heights
pooled means for Alsatian (A) and
Border Collie (B) against
Schleswig means

Fig.103 Length measurements of dog bones from An@-Scnndinavian Coppergate, plotted us logratio values, taking the sample
means of dog measurementsf m n nzedieval Sdrleswig as Eke zero standard ( S p h n 1986). Pooled zj~luesfora vzodern Border Collie (B)
and a ~nodcrnAlsatian (A)are given, with shoulder heights vecons fructed from t h e e ofthe Coppevgate specimens using the vegvessinn
eqzantions given by Harcou~t(2974)

dence for careful disposal point to cats occupying a
different role to that of dogs, and the evidence is more
consistent with a Iargely feral population of cats than
with 'petfcats under close management and care. Several cat skulls and mandibles from Anglo-Scandinavian
deposits at Coppergate, Micklegate and St Saviourgate bear fine knife-cuts consistent with skinning, and
sieved samples from Coppergate Periods 4 and 5 inchded concentrationsof cat phalanges, such as might
lxive been retained on a pelt. This need onIy indicate
the occasional, opportunistic use of cat skins. If cats
were more systematically exploited for their skins,
as some colleagues have suggested (McCormick
1997), then we might expect to have found greater
concentrations of cat bones (i.e. less frequent; occasionally abundant), such as the deposit reported recently from Cambridge (Luff and Moreno Gaxcia
1995). An interesting comparison is with Birka.
Phases 6, 7 and 8 at this site (approximatelylate 9th
to late 10th century) yielded numerous bones of animals apparentlytaken for their fur, but whereas foxes,
martens and squirreIs were largely represented by
skull and foot bones, cats were represented by all
parts of the slceleton, with no lcnife cuts noted on the
skulls, leading Wigh (2001,119-20) to conclude h a t
the cats were not systematically skinned.
A general survey of the frequency of taxa across
the Anglo-Scandinavian deposits at Coppergate
(Scott 1984)showed that cat bones were significantly
more frequent in Period 4 and 5 deposits in Tenements A and B than in the same periods in the other
tenements. This distribution could be interpreted in
either of two apparently conflicting ways. If we ac-

cept the evidence that cats lived in AngIo-Scandinavian
York largely as feral animals, then the distribution of
their bones might indicate that Tenements A and B
were Iess consistently and intensively occupied by
people than the other tenements, h u s allowing at
least some periods of time during w11id1 feral cats
couId move in, breed and die. Conversely, the opposite suggestion has been made, that cats are an indicator of 'hearth and home', and thus that Tenements
A and B were the more consistently domestic part of
the site (AY 15/3,186). For the moment, the mortality and taphonomic evidence is more consistent with
feral cats than wit11 'pet' cats, and so with Tenements
A and B being the part of the Coppergate site where
those populations were more common. That assumes,
of course, that the distribution of dead cats indicates
the distribution of live ones, but as cats appear not
to have been eaten, and to have been used for fur
rather intermittently we have no good reason to posit
any consistent spatial translocation between life,
death and burial.
Anglo-Scandinavian York had rats and mice.
Bones recovered by sievjng confixrn the presence of
black rat (ship rat) at MickIegate and from the end of
the 9th century onwards at Coppergate, the species
having been present in Roman York, but absent from
8th to early 9th-century occupation at Fishergate.
House mice appear to have been in York from the
late 2nd century onwards, apparently without a
break. The relative frequency of the two species differs consistently at most sites in York where both are
present, with house mouse generalIy at a much
higher relative frequency than black rat. In all Anglo-

l

Scandinavian samples from Coppergate,house mouse
was identified in 64 out of 234 samples, giving a relative frequency of 0.27, compared with 0.08 for black
rat (19 out of 234 samples). TT consider that in more
detail, rat bones were generally more common in
samples from the 'back' of the site, away from the sh.eet
frontage, or from Period 3 deposits, before the development of structures and tenements that came to characterise the site in Periods 4 and 5 (Fig.104).This could
be taken to indicate an avoidance by rats of the most
intensively occupied parts of the site, though the pxedation of rats by cats, and consequent deposition of
rat corpses away horn the life-range of the rats, could
complicatethis interpretation.
Work to date on the remains of small vertebrates
other than fish has focused on the interpretation of
small bone assemblages in terns of the urban envjsonment. In order for such interpretations to be credible, it is essential to understand the taphonomic
pathways by which the remains of mice, frogs and
so on lmve entered pit fills and swface accumulations of refuse. Sieved assemblages from Micklegate
formed a pilot study to determine whether the sur-

0.1

0.2
0.3
Frequency of black rat

0.4

Fig.104 Relativefveqrluncy ofbones u j house mouse and black
mt itz s ~ ~ t t ~ ~ l c s16-22
f i o ~ Coppergate.
n
Xats were morcfrequcnt
early in the Anglu-Scnndinavilan seqzlance (Period 3) or nt the
'back' of the site (Period 5Cr), in contrast to the frequency of
house mice. Nute Uint these are relrrtivefuequency datfl, and
Elii?ri$~~?
independent. Tlzc izpyari?nt negntivc courclnlnfionis not
R statistical flrt~$ffct

face condition of smallbones in pit fills could be used
to differentiate those that accumulated through small
animalsbecoming trapped in pits from those in which
small bones were secondarily deposited with refuse
or other materials.The resdts fromMicklegateshowed
S1-lat secondary deposition was common, and thexefore that the small vertebrates did not i~ecessarily
reflect the environment immediately around the pit
in question (Piper and O'Connor 2001). Furthermore,
it appeared that downward vertical moveinent of
bones had occurred in some deposits, and therefore
that at least some accumulations of small bones might
not indicate an original accurnul,'~tion
of small vertebrate corpses. In shortl our ii~terpretationsto date of
small bones from sites such as Coppergate have been
called into question.

The presence of quite large numbers of frog bones
in the fiUs of some Coppergatepits had been taken to
indicate that frogs lived, perhaps even bred, in waterfilled pits that, by inference, must have lain open for
some months at least. However, the Micklegate study
indicates that two taphonomic mecl~anismsmight be
operating. The first is the secondary deposition into
pits of refuse that had accumulated elsewhere, and
had been used by frogs as a place in which to hibernate or as a place of shade and rnoish~rein summer,
Ieading to the secondary deposition of frog corpses
into the pit. The secoild is the posCdepositional concentration of small bones by downward movement.
The richly organic deposits that are typicaI of this
period appear to be far too dense and coherent to
allow such movement. However, that is their texture
and porosity when excavated.As originallylaid down,
these deposits probabIy f~tcIudedquite substantial
lumps of organic material, and could have been essentially clask-supported, with large pore spaces
through which small bones could have been moved
by gravify and water. The downward movement of
bones would have ceased at the interface with less
porous, matrix-supported, mineral sediments, hence
the concentrations of small bones at the base of pits,
or towards the base of organic i3Is that are underlain by deposits composed largely of silts and clays
(AY 19/2,207-10). Secondarily redeposited assemblages of frog bones, in particular, can be distinguished from primary deposits of frogs by the
differentialloss of fragile skeletal elements, notably
the parasphenoid, and by the dispersal of elements
of single individuals. In short, the interpretation of
small vertebrate assemblages from sites such as

Micklegate and Coppergateis both more difficult and
more interesting than has previously been allowed,
and should be approached with some caution until
the taphonomic processes involved are better understood. Research continues on this subject. Early results indicate that assemblages of small bones from
pits at different sites in York have quite different
taphonomic trajectories, requiring site-by-site, or
even pit-by-pit, interpretation.

Regional comparisons
Crude comparisons of relative abundance have,
of necessity, to be conducted with caution, not least
because of the interdependence of the data. Interobservex variation in the pxocess of identificatioiland
recording will Iead to inter-site variation that has
nothing to do with animal husbandry or deposition.
Different depositional contexts will tend to predominate at different sites, too, possibly leading to further variation in the data if some taxa are more likely
to have been deposited in, fox example, pit fills €ha11
in extensive surface dumps. We can only make such
comparisons in very general terms, but even those
generalities might be informative if they enable us
to recognise, for example, major geographical or cultural trends.
TabIe 24 compares the relative abundance of major taxa at a range of 8th- to 11th-century sites across
north-west Europe. Not all of these sites have a Scandinavian component, and the nature of the sites varies from urban settlement at York, Lincoli~and Hedeby
(Viking-Age Denmark), to high-status farmsteads at
Eketorp 111 land, Sweden) and North Elmham
Park, Norfolk. Some Middle Saxon sites are included,
to give a 'pre-Vikingf comparandum for the English
material, and a group of eastern European 'Slavic'
sites is included to allow the examination of geographical trends beyond €hesphere of Scandinavian
influence.
The first point to make is that a modest predominance of cattle bones -about 40-50% cattle -typifies most of the hglo-Scandmavian sites, and the
Middle Sax011 assemblages from early towns. Exceptions to this generalisation are Anglo-Scandinavian
York, with around 60% cattle, and three of the East
Anglian sites (N0rtZ.lElmham Park, Brandon, Wicken
Bonhunt) with a p r e d o h m c e of either sheep or pig.
The figures for Brandoil and North Elmham Park are

quite similar, and probably reflect the higli3tatus role
of these two rural sites. Wicken Bonhuntcitands out
for its high proportion of pigs, unparalleled in Britain, and probably indicating a specialised function for
this enigmatic site. Otherwise, the relative abundance
of taxa seen in Late Saxon and Anglof candinavian
assemblages
is a continuation of that seen in Middle
Saxon towns, the predominance of cattlebeing somewhat greater at York. Widening the comparison,York is
in a '60% cattle' group that includes the two 'Vikingf
towns ill Ireland, and one early town UI the Netherlands. As Deventer cannot be argued to have been
particularly 'Scandinavian', the predominance of
caHle at these sites may have more to do with a simiIarity in their function as regional centres for trade
and exchange than with any cultural affiliations.

The two Orkney sites in Table 24 show much the
same spectrum of relative abundance, with cattle the
most ilurnerous taxon, but not heavily predominant.
What the simple bone counts conceal is a major clifference between the utilisation of cattle in the Northern Isles and in maidand Britain at this time. In the
Anglo-Scandinavian assemblages, and at Waterford
and Dublin, the great majority of cattle remains in
the towns were from adults, with small numbers of
one- and two-year-old individuals. At Skaill and
Buckquoy, and in other assemblages from Orhey
and Shetland, a high proportion of the cattle are
immature, young calves apparently slaughtered as
part of a dairying strategy This is not a distinctiveIy
'Viking' strategy, but a coi~tinuationof a husbandry
regime that has its roots arguably in the Middle Iron
Age in OrIaey and Shetland.

What tllese data seem to show, to apply a sweeping generalisation, is that Viking-Age subsistence
throughout north-western Europe shows some adaptation to pre-existing economic strategies, though
with s o m e h g of a tendency towards cattle husbandry. Tl~e
high proportioix of cattle at the Irish sites
should be seen against the predominance of cattIe at
Early Christian sites in the same region, and the wellattested importance of cattle in Irish life throughout
the first millennium AD (Lucas 1989). In York, the
one substantial Middle Saxon assemblage, from
Fishergate, included over 60% cattle (AY 15/4,2367), so the predominance at Coppergate and
Micklegate could be seen as a continuation of local
practices.

Table 24 Summary of the percent relative abundance of major taxa in 8th- to 1lt.t-century assemblages from northwestern Europe. Note that not all sources have quantified bird and fish bones, and that the sample sizes vary considerably.
These percentages should only be directly compared with considerable caution. 'OM' is all other mammals; * indicates that
the taxon was not included in the published data

Cattle
Anglo-Scandinavim and Late Saxon
1 6 2 2 Coppergate (AY 15/3,151)

AU Anglo-Scandinavian

1-9 Micldegate
AU Anglo-Scandjnavian
Flaxengate, Lincoln (O'Connor 1982)

All Anglo-Scandinavian
North Elmham Park I1 (Noddle 1980j
Eate gth-early 11th century
Site 1092, Thetford (Jones1984)
9th-10th century

Portchester Castle (Grant 1976)
Late period, 10th-11th cmtury
'Viking Age' or ecflaivaleprtScotInnd and Ireland

Skaill, Orkney (Noddle 1997)
9th-10th century century
Buckquoy, Orkney (Noddle 1978)
9tl-10 th ctlntury

Waterford (McCormick 1997)
Late llth-early 12th c e n h q
12th century
Dublin, Fishamble Street (McCormick 1982)
10lhcentury

Middle Saxon England
Melbourne Street, Southampton (Bourdillon and Coy
1980)
Bth-9th century

Brandon (Crabtree 1996)
8th-9th century

Wicken Bonhunt (Crabtree 1996)
8th-9th century
Ipswich (Crabtree 1996)
Late 7th-9th century
Peabody site, London (West 1993a)
Late 7th-9th cmtury

Maiden Lane, London (West 1993b)
Eate 7th-9th cmtury
Mainlmd north-western Ellrope
Devmter (Ijzereef and Laarman 1986)
10th-12th century
Ribe (Hatting 1991)
8th century

Rhka (Elricson et al. 1988)
9th-10th century
(Wigh2001)
P l m e 6 AD 860-900
Phase 7 900-930/940
P l m e 8 mid 10th century

Sheep

Pig

OM

Pish

Bird

N frags

Table 24 (conid}

Cattle

Sheep

Pig

OM

Fish

Bird

W hags

Cusib (Muller 1985)
8fh-10th cenlury

29.3

29.1

31.6

6.5

0.1

3.5

1955

Menzlin (Benecke 1988)
9 th-10th C ~ I ~ L E Y

30.0

9.5

55.4

1.9

*

3.2

29567

21.3

33.6

37.3

1.5

1.3

5.1

3200

29.8

17.0

46.2

3.0

0.0

4.0

15980

22.0

13.7

53.5

4.1

*

6.8

8054

50.3

15.9

23.4

8.5

*

1.9

517

Hedeby (Reichsteiein and Thiessen 1974)
Late 9th-early 11th cenhry

Eketorp (Boessneck et al. 1979)
1Qth-11thcentury
'SIauic' Enstern Elkrope

Arkona, phase 1 (Muller 1980)
9th-10th century
Oldenburg, horbont 3-5 (Prummel1991)
10th century
Mecklenburg (MuUer 1984)
10th-11th century
Schonfeld (Teichert 1985)
11th-12th century

Moving eastwards, t11e continental examples are
marked by an increasing relative abundance of pig
bones. This is most marked in the 'Slavic' sites, with
the exception of the small sample from Schonfeld,
but can be seen to a lesser extent at Hedeby and Birka.
Eketorp III, with its abundance of sheep, is an exception to the trend, a high-status rural site that stands
out in mucl1 the same way as Brandon and North
Elrnharn Park. Wigh (2001,102) cites mostly unpublished data from sites in Sweden to show that a high
proportion of pigs is seen in towns such as Birka and
Sigtuna, and at several 'aristocratic manorr sites,
though not at all rural sites of this date. Pigs are relatively uncommon in the small assemblages from
Lingnare A (10thcentury) and Paviken (9th-10thcentury). Tl~oseexceptions aside, the greater abundance
of pigs in more easterly sites is quite a distinct trend,
and seems to continue across any nominal eastern
boundary of 'Scandinavian' influence into the 'Slavic'
region. The comparativelyhigh relative abundance of
pigs at Birka and Hedeby may therefore re!dectregional
trends in husbandry regimes, wluch in turn were pmbably a reflection of large-scale environmental zonation.

One means of isolating a distinctively 'Scandinavian' animal husbandry regime might be to examine
the regime that was transported to newly colonised

lands in the North Atlantic region. Amorosi (1991)
provides a summary of data from sites in Iceland.
Whether or not Iceland was compIeteIy unoccupied
at the time of the first Scandinaviansettlement, there
would not have been an in situ husbandry tradition
to which to adapt. Amorosi shows that the earliest
settlements, representing the iandnam period from
AD 860 to about 930, have yielded assemblages in
which bird bones predominate, indicating highly targeted wildfowling, presumably while the first herds
and flocks were established. The domestic mammal
bones are mostly cattle, with some caprines (probably mostly sheep) and a few horse bones. These assemblages are most unusual for Iceland. By the
Commonwealth period (930 to late 1200s), caprines
are overwhehingly predominant amongst the domestic mammals, with the proportions of birds and
fish varying between sites according to local opportunities and needs. Again, there are indications of an
initial tendency towards a cattle-based husbandry
regime, in this instance rapidly abandoned as the new
settlers adapted to conditions in Iceland.

What t h e regional comparisons appear to show
is a capacity to adapt animal husbandry strategies to
local traditions and circumstmces, and the York data
should be seen in that light. A numerical predomi-

nance of cattle, mostly kept to adulthood as multipurpose edible tractors, was in pIace in €he8th century.
Tl-iat regime continues through the 9tl1,lOt.h and 11th
centuries, with some changes jn the utilisation of pigs,
birds and fish, perhaps reflecting changes in social
relations within the city.

Conclusions
The Anglo-Scandinavianperiod is important in the
study of the city's zooarchaeology, not so much because
of any outstandingly 'Vikingr characteristics as because
it is tl-~eperiod in which York was re-established as a
major txadjng and service centre. What we have been
able to infer about the husbandry and utilisation of
livestock in York shows a general similarity to other
sites jn the zone of Scandinavian iduence, with the
differences attributable to pre-existing i~gionaldifferences in animal husbandry Further investigation
of the Scandinavian connections might focus on the
importatioil of animals, for example, by re-examining
some of the accumulations of antler from sites such
as Clifford Sbeet specifically for the presence of elk
or reindeer. Deer as a whole are represented almost
exclusively by antler, We might wonder whether the
apparent lack of hunting was dictated by a lack of
need, lack of time and personnel, or by the statutory
restriction of the right to hunt. We are accustomed to
think of exclusive hunting 'forests' as a phenomenon
of Norman and later England, but recent research
indicates that the arrogqtion of hunting rights by the
social elite can be traced to €he Late Saxon period
(Naomi Sykes, in litl.).

The evidence that carcasses were used intensively
is interesting, This appears to have been the case in
each of the samples of Anglo-ScandinavianYork exd
amined to date, arid could be tested jn any subsequent excavations without needing par t icuIarlylarge
samples. It remains unclear whether the butchering
of foot-bones for marrow, for example, indicates a
real need to extract all possible food value h r n a
carcass, or tvhether it was simple custom and practice. Certainly there are few other indications of a
food supply under severe strain. The cattle skulls
from BIake Street give a hint that dqosition of primary butchery waste did sometimes occur in AngleScandinavian York. The lack of butchery apparent
on those skullsargues that the generally more inten-

sive butchery was driven by custom rather fhan need,
and was not an invariable practice.
The animal bones have given some indications
that York's rivers might have been adversely affected
during this period. Obviously, this is not a question
that can be addressed through bones alone. Data
pertaining to river levels, and evidence of water quality for example from freshwater molluscs, will be
necessary to resolve the interpretationof the changes
in the freshwater fish seen in 9Vn- to 11th-century
assemblages.Anothw topic that requires further data
is the question of heterogeneity in livestock during
this period. Given some larger samples to compare
with the assemblage from Coppergate, it might be
possible to test for the presence of different demes of
livestock, as has been demoi~stratedfor medieval
York (AY 15/5). At the moment, even given the rnaEerial from Micklegate, North Street and other sites,
the large size of the Coppergate assemblage means
that it predominates in any studies of 9th- and 10thcentury fivestockfrom the city and its catchment,The
analysis of ancient DNA, for example through analysis
of mtDNA haplotypes, i s a potential line of investigation of genotype, though heterogeneity in husbandry
regime might also become apparent given further

material.

It might seem inappropriate to be phrasing these
conclusions in terms of the further lines of research
that merit invesiiga€io~~.
However, the point is that
there is still much to be investigated about the
z~oarchae~lagy
of Anglo-Scandinavian York. Some
further research can, and should, be based on further sfxdiesof the material to hand, particularly the
enormous quantity from Coppergate. However, i t is
clear that same important questions require the t a geted recovery and study of furtlw material from
new sites around the city. Even small excavations will
yield some useful information, such as confirming
the generally intensive use of carcasses or the nearabsence of deer, but s o w lines of investigation, such
as spatial variation in sources of livestock, will only
be feasiblegiven quite substantial assemblages. This
overview has shown that a considerable amount of
information has been inferred about the livestock,
companion animals, vermin and wildlife of AngloScandinavian York, and the intentian has been that
it should inform and stimulate further research into
a topic which i s far from fully investigated.

